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1 Introduction
Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) is an extremely promising and rapidly
developing technique used by cognitive neuropsychologists to obtain images of the active
human brain. Images are obtained while the subject is engaged in a set of cognitive tasks
designed to isolate speci c brain functions, and the psychologists attempt to use the observed
patterns of neural activation to understand and localize these functions. In contrast to
traditional methods for mapping brain function, fMRI is non-invasive and allows the study
of high-level cognitive processes such as language, visual attention, and problem solving.
Since fMRI involves no known toxicity, each subject can be imaged many times, which
improves precision and facilitates more sophisticated analyses. As such, fMRI promises to
play a vital role in discerning the functional organization of the brain.

2 Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI)
Recent developments in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) have greatly increased the
speed with which images of the human brain can be formed and this makes it suitable
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for studying brain functions. An MR scanner is a multi-million dollar device which, by
subjecting its contents to carefully modulated magnetic elds and recording the resulting
radio signal, produces the Fourier transform of the magnetic eld spin density for a particular
atomic isotope. Then computing the inverse Fourier transform of the digitized signal reveals
an image of the (magnetic eld spin density of the) contents of the scanner.
Without going into the detailed physics and neurobiology that relate the magnetic eld
to brain activity, suce it to say that increased neuronal activity induces an increase in
blood ow to the region of activity (to deliver glucose to the neurons). This increased ow
results in an increase of oxygenated blood in the small veins that drain the active region
because the increased activity does not require much extra oxygen. The more oxygen carried
by the hemoglobin in the blood the smaller the magnetic eld generated by the iron in the
hemoglobin (the oxygen acts as a magnetic shield) and consequently the less interference
with the local magnetic eld generated by, e.g., hydrogen nuclei (protons). By mid-1991
researchers had demonstrated that MRI can detect the changes in blood oxygenation caused
by brain function and consequently the technique is known as fMRI. Among the rst studies
to use MRI to assess functional neural activity in humans are [1, 2, 3]. The latter two
introduced the now common Blood Oxygenation Level Dependent (BOLD) technique just
described for characterizing activation in the brain.
There are several important features of fMRI compared to other imaging techniques.
First, the signal comes directly from functionally induced changes. Second, it provides both
functional and anatomical information. Third the spatial resolution is on the order of 1 or
2 millimeters. Fourth, there is little known risk from fMRI. Finally, the change in signal
due to brain activity is quite small (on the order of 1%) and, in particular, smaller than the
noise (on the order of 2%). This last feature means that, utilizing current technology, it is
necessary to average a large number of images in order to detect the regions of activation.

3 A Typical Experiment
The simplest fMRI experiment entails the performance of two cognitive tasks which di er
in some speci c detail. A number of images are gathered during each task and averaged
within task. The di erence between the average images for the two tasks provides information
about the location in the brain of the cognitive function represented by the di erence of the
two tasks.
An actual experiment might proceed as follows. A subject lies in the MRI magnet with a
head restraint intended to minimize movement. A set of preliminary anatomical images are
studied to determine the location within the brain where the repeated functional images will
be taken. The subject practices each of the two tasks for about a minute each, responding
to the task, for example, by pushing a button with the right thumb. The subject performs
one of the tasks repeatedly while images are recorded and then switches to the other task.
In some of our smaller experiments we are recording 100 images for each task. In order to
eliminate left-right e ects the entire experiment is repeated with the subject using the left
thumb to respond. Thus there are a total of 400 images in this simple experiment. It takes
the scanner less than 20 minutes to acquire this amount of data.
The acquired images are multi-slice images with, typically, seven slices; each slice is
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128x128 voxels with voxel dimensions roughly 2mm x 2mm x 7mm. Because most of the
work we have done to date has been on the two-dimensional slices of these images we will
henceforth think in terms of the 7x400=2800 individual slices.

4 Data Processing
The processing of the 2800 slices from this small experiment in order to detect the regions
of activation is a massive task. The raw data is 128x128x2800 32-bit words which occupies
256MB of disk storage. Simply moving this amount of data around is a time-consuming task.
Currently, the available bandwidth between the MR scanner and the workstation where we
perform the processing is under 200K bytes per second; thus it requires nearly 30 minutes
to simply move the data for this small experiment to our workstation. There are plans in
place to substantially increase the bandwidth by the end of this calendar year.
Currently, the actual data processing is roughly as follows. We begin with an adjustment
to account for inhomogeneity in the main static magnetic eld. (We expect, in the future,
to implement a further adjustment to account for non-linearity in the secondary dynamic
magnetic eld.) Then, we perform a \baseline" adjustment to correct for miscalibration of
the analog-to-digital converter. (We expect, in the future, to implement a further \jitter"
adjustment to account for very small errors in the timing of the data acquisition.) Then we
perform a \mean" adjustment to correct for uncontrolled drift in the signal strength. (We
expect, in the future, to implement a further pixelwise detrending to account for local drift
within the image.) Then we perform an \outlier" adjustment to correct for shot noise. (We
expect, in the future, to implement more sophisticated methods for addressing the fact that
the data do not follow a Gaussian distribution.) We refer to the data at this point in the
processing as the corrected data.
Unfortunately, because of the length (in time) of an experiment, the subject will almost
certainly move. We address that problem both through the use of a head clamp and through a
motion-correction procedure. We calculate the inverse Fourier transform to produce an image
for the purposes of estimating the motion. Our motion correction procedure is complicated:
rst, by a non-linear optimization technique we estimate the amount of movement required
to align each image and, second, we adjust the corrected data to account for this movement.
We then calculate the inverse Fourier transform of the corrected and motion-corrected data to
produce the actual image. At this point we are ready to begin what is called the \statistical"
analysis of the data. The average is computed within slices within tasks and then the
di erence between tasks within slice is calculated. Finally, a statistical test is performed
on each of the resulting di erences to determine the regions of activation. Depending on
the computing power of the workstation performing the calculations and depending on the
precise details of the calculations, this can take anywhere from several days down to about
twelve hours of processing time.
Our data processing software is designed as a processing pipeline of separate programs.
This has the great advantage that modules can be easily interchanged if this will bene t
the results. Also, new intermediate steps can be easily inserted at any stage. There is some
disadvantage in that the act of storing intermediate results can consume considerable time.
Nonetheless, we feel quite strongly that keeping the processing highly modularized is very
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bene cial because of the exibility it provides.

5 Statistical Challenges
The statistical challenges in the analysis of fMRI data are dicult and manifold. They
all revolve around our understanding the nature of the noise and its e ect on successfully
detecting regions of activation. There are two general approaches to dealing with the noise
in fMRI experiments. The rst is to try to remove the source of the noise; we pursue this
approach aggressively. The second is to model the noise through statistical methods; we also
pursue this approach aggressively. We believe that both approaches are absolutely necessary.
Noise arises from a variety of sources. A fundamental source of noise is the vibration of
the atomic nuclei in the imaged material. This cannot be reduced except by lowering the
temperature toward absolute zero. Unfortunately, this noise is not spatially or temporally
homogeneous but depends on both the anatomical structure and the function we are trying
to detect. Inhomogeneity of the magnetic eld, mechanical vibration, temperature instability
of the electronics, etc., are all machine-based sources of noise. The machine-maintenance
technicians work to limit these sources. The details of how the magnetic eld is modulated
to produce an image (known as a pulse sequence) e ect the noise; we are engaged in studies
to assess the relationship.
Physiological processes of the body such as respiration, heartbeat, and peristalsis e ect
the signal in ways that, in principle, can be modeled. We have begun planning experiments
to gather data which might allow us to successfully model the cardiac and respiratory cycles
because our more experienced colleagues believe that this is one of the primary sources of
noise. Such an experiment is going to require synchronized recording of many images and
the associated cardiac and respiratory information. This will be followed by a modelling
e ort which will view the sequence of images as the dependent variable and the cardiac and
respiratory variables as predictors. Unfortunately, there is an interaction between the pulse
sequence and the noise caused by physiological processes. This e ort will thus require a
family of models for each pulse sequence.
Movement of the subject between images is another source of noise. The standard algorithm for image registration in functional neuroimaging, called AIR [4], works on reconstructed images. It is extremely computationally intensive: registration of images obtained
from a single experiment can take as much as 24 hours of computer time. Subject movement
appeared to us to be the simplest of the sources to understand and address. We have developed an alternative algorithm [6] for registering the images which operates in the Fourier
domain. This method has proven to be more accurate than AIR, less prone to artifacts,
and an order of magnitude more ecient. By di erentially weighting regions in the Fourier
domain, the method can also be made less sensitive to spurious signals that have a strong
in uence on image domain techniques. It is also readily generalizable to three-dimensional
image registration, although we have not yet completed that work.
Finally, there is subject to subject variation. We have not yet focused on this question
simply because the experimenters focus their experiments on individual subjects.
All of these sources a ect our ability to detect regions of activation. When we began this
work, active voxels were being detected by performing an independent t-test on each of the
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16384 voxels in an image. We were approached with the question: How should we correct
for the \multiple comparisons?" Bonferroni corrections do not result in any \signi cant"
voxels. Ultimately we will have to build a complex spatial-temporal model of the images
which allows us to answer the real question: Where are the active regions?
We have developed another approach [5] for identifying active regions, which is called
the contiguity threshold method. The idea is to increase the reliability of identi cation
by using the fact that real activation tends to be more clustered than artifactual activation
caused by noise. Empirical evidence strongly suggests that this method provides a signi cant
improvement in sensitivity. Of course, although it is more robust than voxel-wise tests, this
method, too, depends on simplistic assumptions; we intend it as a stop-gap measure, to be
eventually supplanted by more sophisticated analyses.

6 Computational Challenges
There are three important aspects of the computation. First, the amount of data from
a large experiment approaches 1 GB. Any computations on a data set of this size require
considerable time on a workstation. Second, there are no sensible ways to reduce the data
during the earlier processing steps to speed up the processing. Third, because most of the
computations are done on an image-by-image basis (or even on a slice-by-slice basis), there
is a tremendous opportunity to speed things up with parallel or distributed methods.
Currently, our standard processing does not take advantage of the inherent parallelism.
However, we have just begun experimenting (on our local network of workstations) with
Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) implementations of some of the most time-consuming steps
in the processing. Simultaneously, we have begun plans to move the computations to a Cray
T3D with 512 processors. In addition to just wanting to get things done faster, another
reason for this plan is that we would like to perform the computations while the subject of
the experiment is in the scanner and use the results as a guide for further experimentation
during the same scanning session.

7 Discussion
We have begun a serious e ort to study and improve the statistical methodology of fMRI,
and we have made some important preliminary steps.
One of the most fundamental questions about fMRI experiments is the question of reproducibility. If we run the experiment a second time immediately following the rst with
no intervening time, how similar will the results be? If we wait for a period of time? If we
remove the subject from the scanner? If we repeat the experiment next month? We have
begun to address this question; our preliminary results are reported in [8].
The analysis of functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging data can in many ways be viewed
a prototype for a class of statistical problems that are arising more and more frequently in
applications: namely, large data sets derived from a complex process with both spatial and
temporal extent. There is a wealth of opportunities for the development of new statistical
methodologies, and many of these ideas will apply to a variety of problems beyond neuroimaging.
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